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ABSTRACT: Background: Recent media exposure of strokes from chiropractic manipulation have focused attention on traumatic vertebrobasilar ischemia. However, chiropractic manipulation, while the easiest cause to recognize, is probably not the most common cause of this condition. Methods: We reviewed all consecutive cases of traumatic vertebrobasilar ischemia referred to a single neurovascular practice over 20 years, from the office files and hospital records. Results: There were 80 patients whose vertebrobasilar ischemia was attributed to neck trauma. Five were diagnosed as due to chiropractic manipulation, but the commonest attributed cause was motor vehicle accidents (MVAs), which accounted for 70 cases; one was a sports injury, and five were industrial accidents. In some cases neck pain from an MVA led to chiropractic manipulation, so the cause may have been compounded. In most vehicular cases the diagnosis had been missed, even denied, by the neurologists and neurosurgeons initially involved. The longest delay between the injury and the onset of delayed symptoms was five years. Conclusions: Traumatic vertebrobasilar ischemia is most often due to MVAs; the diagnosis is often missed, in part because of the delay between injury and onset of symptoms and, in part, we hypothesize, because of reluctance of doctors to be involved in medicolegal cases.

RéSUMÉ: Les accidents de la route: la plus fréquente cause d’ischémie vertébro-basilaire traumatique. Introduction: La couverture médiatique récente des accidents vasculaires cérébraux causés par des manipulations vertébrales a attiré l’attention sur l’ischémie vertébro-basilaire traumatique. Bien que les manipulations vertébrales soient la cause la plus facile à identifier, elle n’est cependant pas la cause la plus fréquente de cette affection. Méthodes: Nous avons revu tous les dossiers cliniques au cabinet et à l’hôpital de cas consécutifs d’ischémie vertébro-basilaire traumatique référés à la même clinique de médecine neuro-vasculaire sur une période de 20 ans. Résultats: Chez 80 patients, l’ischémie vertébro-basilaire a été attribuée à un traumatisme cervical, dont cinq cas étaient dus à des manipulations vertébrales. La cause la plus fréquente était un accident de la route, soit 70 cas; chez un cas, il s’agissait d’une blessure sportive et chez cinq autres, d’accidents de travail. Dans certains cas, des douleurs cervicales dues à un accident de la route ont motivé les manipulations vertébrales de telle sorte que, dans ces cas, la cause était peut-être mixte. Dans la plupart des cas d’accidents de la route, le diagnostic n’avait pas été fait ou avait même été écarté par les neurologues et les neurochirurgiens consultés initialement. Le délai le plus long entre le traumatisme et le début des symptômes tardifs était de cinq ans. Conclusions: L’ischémie vertébro-basilaire traumatique est due la plupart du temps, à un accident de la route; souvent le diagnostic est manqué parce que d’une part il y a un délai entre le traumatisme et le début des symptômes et d’autre part, nous présumons, à cause de la réticence qu’éprouvent les médecins à s’impliquer dans les cas médicolégaux.

A tragic case of chiropractic manipulation leading to stroke and death has recently put this condition again into the headlines and onto the television screens of the nation, but it is not a new problem.1 Our experience of 80 cases of traumatic vertebrobasilar ischemia over 20 years shows that chiropractic manipulation, while important, is only the most easily recognized cause. We suspect that the frequency of this problem may be greatly underestimated, both because the diagnosis is usually only considered when the neck trauma has been recent, and because mechanisms of injury other than chiropractic manipulation may not be considered. Whiplash accidents in particular seem to evoke an avoidance response by neurologists and neurosurgeons.

Recent neck trauma has been implicated in causing several posttraumatic conditions such as extracranial carotid2,3 and
vertebral dissection\textsuperscript{2,4} with subsequent infarction, post-traumatic basilar migraine\textsuperscript{5,6} and post-traumatic motion-induced vertigo. In recent case series it has been proposed that because of the similarity between cases of spontaneous dissection and those following even minor trauma, both may have the same pathophysiological mechanism.\textsuperscript{7,9}

Dissection of the carotid and vertebral arteries has recently been reviewed;\textsuperscript{10} an important emerging concept is that genetic abnormalities of collagen, elastin and other supporting elements in the vessel wall may predispose to dissection even with minor trauma such as sneezing or Valsalva maneuvers.\textsuperscript{11}

When ischemic symptoms occur some time after trauma, the connection between trauma and vascular events is more difficult to recognize. The longest described delay between trauma and onset of vertebrobasilar symptoms was two months in a fatal case of vertebral thrombosis with embolization to the basilar artery, discussed below.\textsuperscript{12} Delays of seven weeks after injury,\textsuperscript{13} and 37 days after a motor vehicle accident (MVA) have been reported for the vertebrobasilar distribution,\textsuperscript{14} and delay of many years has been described in the carotid artery distribution.\textsuperscript{3}

The natural history after dissection is usually one of healing within weeks to months. The incidence of neurological sequelae after dissection is unknown because the diagnosis is difficult and can be missed. Patients may suffer only transient ischemic attacks, and when vertigo is a feature it is often difficult for the attending physician to think of cerebral vascular problem as opposed to a vestibular problem, particularly in a young patient. Another cause for confusion is migraine, which can produce visual symptoms indistinguishable from those due to transient ischemia in the posterior cerebral artery territory. Compounding this difficulty, migraine can be triggered by trauma.\textsuperscript{6}

We describe a consecutive series of patients referred to one neurovascular practice over 20 years, with flexion-extension and/or rotational neck trauma. Some of these patients had immediate symptoms but in many cases vertebrobasilar symptoms occurred months to years after trauma.

METHODS

This is a retrospective case series of 80 cases, including all consecutive cases diagnosed as traumatic vertebrobasilar ischemia in one neurovascular practice (JDS) over 20 years. Other cases referred as possible traumatic vertebrobasilar ischemia were excluded if JDS did not make that diagnosis.

Two severe cases, the first after chiropractic manipulation,\textsuperscript{15} the second after an MVA, were seen a few months apart, in 1977 and 1978. The first 32 cases, representing the first 10 years’ experience, were reviewed by MB during his stroke fellowship; the last 10 years’ experience, representing 48 cases, were reviewed by JDS. Many of these patients were seen months to years after their most severe episode. This is reflected in a delayed time to angiogram which in most cases was several years after trauma; the angiography was often done during an asymptomatic period. Later cases were studied mainly by magnetic resonance angiography (MRA). Because many of the cases in which the injury occurred in an MVA were referred by lawyers, there is an important problem with selection bias, and thus the conclusions drawn here can only be regarded as hypothesis-generating.

RESULTS

There were 80 patients whose vertebrobasilar ischemia was attributed to neck trauma. Age ranged from 13 to 74 (mean 37.2 ± 12.5 SD); 44 (55%) were women. Fifty-six (70%) cases had loss of consciousness (LOC) either at the time of the injury or with subsequent episodes of vertebrobasilar ischemia, and 51 (64%) had some difficulty with short-term memory, or episodes of transient global amnesia. Two had sleep disturbances (one narcolepsy, the other sleep-walking) attributed to vertebrobasilar ischemia.

The mechanism of injury was varied (Table). One person was struck by a car door swinging closed as she was getting out of the car; five were chiropractic injuries, five were industrial accidents (one mining, one a bus driver struck by a paraplegic ramp during its deployment; one an assault by a patient in a home for developmentally delayed adults, one a lumberjack struck in the face by the end of a log, the other a passerby struck by a construction crane); seven were pedestrians struck by motor vehicles (one by a motorcycle), and the remainder were involved in MVAs, of which three were single vehicle accidents, four were head-on collisions, nearly half were side-impact collisions, and just over a third were rear-end collisions. Several patients (eg Case 61) had a motor vehicle accident, and then had further vascular injury by neck manipulation.

The severity of the initial trauma was substantial for some patients, but was mild for many. Eighteen had no LOC; 14 of them denied a blow to their head. Seven had brief LOC and three had LOC for about an hour. Two patients had amnesia of one and three days respectively and only one had a significant head injury; he was probably unconscious for several hours and is the only one with significant sequelae attributable to the initial blow to his head.

Soon after the trauma, sometimes with a delay of one to two hours, 22 patients complained of neck pain and 11 of headache. In follow-up, 13 complained of chronic neck pain, 5 of chronic headache and 12 of recurrent paroxysmal headaches; 10 patients had no chronic pain condition.

Four patients had recurrent symptoms provoked by movement of the head (usually rotation); the relationship of such symptoms to instability of the alar and other atlanto-axial ligaments is discussed further below (see Discussion). Readers are also referred to the information on the author's website http://roberts.ca/sparc

Description of cases

**Group 1. Ischemia presenting within 24 hours:**

**Case 1:** This woman of 33 was seen on March 1, 1977, when she developed a severe headache and a deficit evolving to a right lateral medullary syndrome with severe hypertension thought to be due to medullary ischemia with loss of CNS modulation of blood pressure. She also presented initially with transient bilateral decreased vision. The fact that she had experienced chiropractic manipulation on the night preceding her symptoms was not discovered until she was presented at the weekly intercity Grand Rounds of the Department of Clinical Neurological Sciences, and her angiograms were shown. She was also known to have menstrual migraine and a ten year history of hypertension.
A first angiogram done in March 1977 showed occlusion of the right vertebral artery, a narrowing of the left vertebral at C1-2, and gross irregularity of the basilar artery with poor filling. A repeat angiogram in August revealed a more adequate circulation in the uninvolved portion of the basilar artery. Hematological profile including antinuclear antibody was negative. When re-examined in May 1977 she had slight hyperreflexia in the leg, with dysdiadochokinesis, and a residual Horner’s syndrome. When last seen in 1980 she had had no further episodes.

Case 2: This 43-year-old woman was involved in an MVA in August of 1978, in which her car was struck from behind while she was stopped to turn left; at the moment of impact, she had her head turned to the left. She experienced severe immediate posterior neck pain high on the left side of the neck, but no immediate vertebrobasilar symptoms. The next day, while peeling carrots at the kitchen sink with her neck flexed, she experienced binocular loss of vision, vertigo, and a sense of impending LOC, leading her to sit down on the floor; the symptoms cleared in about a minute. Later the same day, while carrying a load of laundry down a flight of stairs, with her neck flexed and turned to see the stairs around the pile of laundry, she experienced binocular loss of vision, vertigo, and then lost consciousness. She came to at the bottom of the stairs, having sustained a fracture of the left distal fibula. When seen in the emergency department there were no definite residual signs of delayed vertebrobasilar ischemia, but angiography showed delayed filling of a dominant left vertebral artery. It was, in part, the humorous aspect of the difficulty of explaining to the insurance company how a fractured leg was due to a motor vehicle accident the previous day, that made the association between MVAs and delayed vertebrobasilar ischemia easier to recognize in the subsequent cases.

Group 2. Ischemia presenting after a delay:

Case 5: This woman of 34 was injured in an MVA in February 1979 in which her small car was flattened against the side wall of a highway by a bus. She lost consciousness for two hours. On awakening in the emergency room of a hospital, she had severe neck pain with paralysis of both legs and the left arm. It was initially thought that she was hysterical or malingering, because, she was told, if her problem were a stroke it should only affect the leg ipsilateral to the affected arm. She made a slow recovery, on a psychiatry ward, still requiring a walker after six months.

In October 1984, just after struggling to pull a stuck shopping cart out of a line in a supermarket while shopping with her young daughter, she suddenly experienced a severe right sided headache associated with vertigo, diplopia and LOC. On regaining consciousness in a nearby hospital emergency room, she was aware of dysarthria, left homonymous hemianopsia, dysphagia, and numbness and paralysis of the left face, arm and leg. The hemiplegia persisted for two months. Angiography at that time showed an occlusion of the right vertebral artery at the origin, and occlusion of the left vertebral artery above the origin of posterior inferior cerebellar artery. Echocardiogram was negative. When first seen by JDS in 1985, her neurological examination revealed decreased sensation and strength of 3/5 on the left side with hyperreflexia on the right side. Investigation for systemic lupus erythematosus and hypercoagulable states was negative.

Case 50: This 30-year-old man was involved in a MVA in March of 1991. His car was struck on the right side by a fuel truck at >90 km/hr; he was found 40 feet from car. He was unconscious at the scene for a period lasting several minutes. Although he was said to have regained consciousness at the scene, he had post-traumatic amnesia for two to three weeks except for brief islands of recollection.

He had a fracture of the C7 facet with C6-7 subluxation, and a right C7 root injury. His cervical spine was stabilized with Halifix clamps. Following the accident he had ongoing problems with basilar migraine (vertigo, flashing lights, vomiting, headache), and difficulty with bladder control. He was referred to JDS in 1996 because of problems beginning with an episode in September 1995 in which he had flashing lights in his vision going on to LOC while in the shower. Subsequently he had 14 episodes of LOC some preceded by binocular visual dimming or loss; several of these episodes were followed by dysarthria. He also had three episodes of transient global amnesia, and several episodes of being lost in familiar streets and a familiar shopping mall, suggesting disturbance of visual association cortex. On examination in January 1996, he had titubation, and an old right hemiparesis with a right inverted supinator sign. Cerebral angiography in January 1996 showed occlusion of the right vertebral artery at C6-7, with reconstitution distally by collaterals, and sluggish flow. He was treated with warfarin, and on that therapy has remained free of vertebrobasilar ischemic episodes through to his last follow-up on April 24, 2001.

**DISCUSSION**

These 80 cases represent all consecutive cases in one neurovascular consulting practice over 20 years, in which symptomatology was attributed to traumatic vertebrobasilar ischemia. During that time, but not included here, a large number of other patients were seen with migraine including

| Table: Characteristics of the patients (n=80) |
|---------------------------------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|
| Mechanism of injury (n) | MVA | Pedestrian | Chiropractic | Industrial accident | Sports injury |
| Overall group: | | | | | |
| Age 13-74 | 62 | 7 | 5 | 5 | 1 |
| Sex | 37.2 + 12.5 | | | | |
| Female | 55% | | | | |
| Loss of consciousness | 70% | | | | |
| Memory problems | 64% | | | | |
vertebrobasilar symptomatology, or vertebrobasilar ischemia attributed to other causes (atheroembolic, athero-occlusive, cardiac emboli). Two cases of carotid dissection after chiropractic manipulation were seen, in addition to other carotid dissections without chiropractic manipulation.

An important concern is referral bias, since many of the patients were referred by lawyers. Even if all the cases referred by lawyers are excluded from analysis, MVAs still remain as the most common cause of this syndrome, roughly six-fold more common than chiropractic manipulation.

We have been struck by how often neurologists and neurosurgeons miss or refuse to recognize the diagnosis, and suspect that it is often dismissed because of an aversion to medicolegal cases and legal practitioners. This aversion may be natural, given the contrast between the caring, cooperative nature of medicine, and the hostile, adversarial nature of the legal system. The unwillingness to diagnose this condition of traumatic vertebrobasilar ischemia in the setting of MVAs is in marked contrast to the willingness, even eagerness, to diagnose it in the setting of chiropractic manipulation, often by the same physicians who are unwilling to recognize it in MVA cases. The contrast between these situations highlights the subjective nature of diagnosis; we are willing to consider diagnoses that fit our biases and experience, and until aware of this syndrome, physicians are unlikely to diagnose it.

Paroxysmal vertigo usually precipitated and aggravated by sudden movement seems to be as frequent after whiplash injury as after head trauma. Two-thirds of our patients were so affected. When associated only with nausea or ataxia, paroxysmal vertigo was not attributed to ischemia. It seems likely in many cases that infarction of the vestibular nucleus or its connections may lead to subsequent movement-induced vertigo as a consequence of the initial event; such episodes do not implicate repeated episodes of cerebral ischemia.

One recurrent theme in the extensive notes of other physicians and surgeons that have seen the patients in whom ongoing difficulty with an amnestic syndrome is a feature, is that the focus is often on diffuse brain injury, when the actual head injury was trivial; we speculate that vertebrobasilar ischemia, once considered, is a much more likely explanation. A clue to the vascular etiology in these cases is that the duration of post-traumatic amnesia, often days, is greatly out of proportion to the observed duration of LOC. Typically, the ambulance attendants or emergency room staff will record that the patient is conscious (though sometimes confused), but the patient has little or no recollection of the trip to the hospital, the visit to the emergency room, the trip home, and even the first several days after arriving home. Such a picture suggests an amnestic syndrome (analogous to a prolonged episode of transient global amnesia), due to ischemia in the mesial temporal lobes bilaterally, rather than diffuse brain injury, which would be expected to result in a longer duration of initial unconsciousness to be severe enough to cause post-traumatic amnesia of such a duration.

The syndrome should be suspected when the patient has a neck injury which, in many cases, may be minor, and subsequently develops symptoms in the brainstem, cerebellum, occipital lobes, and inferior mesial temporal lobes. No other structure or system connects those parts of the brain, other than the vertebrobasilar arterial system and its distal runoff in the posterior cerebral arteries. With respect to subsequent episodes of LOC, ischemia in the brainstem, affecting the reticular activating system, is a more likely cause of LOC, than global ischemia of both hemispheres. When the LOC is preceded by binocular visual symptoms, localized to the occipital lobes, and vertigo, localized to the pons, or other symptoms that localize to the brainstem, there is no other reasonable explanation. In considering this diagnosis, it is important to heed the admonition of Osler, to make the parsimonious diagnosis that will explain all the patient’s manifestations.

Another manifestation of brainstem reticular formation disturbance that we have seen is sleep disturbances. One patient, Case 59, experienced striking sleepwalking episodes, including one in which she woke up naked, locked out of her hotel room; she had no previous history of sleep disturbances. Another patient, Case 47, developed narcolepsy, which has previously been described as a post-traumatic disorder. In previous post-traumatic cases, shearing injury to the brainstem reticular formation has been invoked; in these cases it seems more likely that ischemia in the reticular formation is the cause.

The diagnosis is often missed, in many cases because the neck injury is a minor event such as a chiropractic manipulation, and may not be mentioned at the time of presentation, as in our Case 1. Another reason for failure to consider the association between the neck injury and the subsequent vertebrobasilar ischemia is the delay in time; when the event occurs immediately after the trauma, the association is hard to miss, but delay causes the association to be regarded as less probably causal. As our cases 4 and 50 illustrate, the delay can be up to four and nearly five years respectively, so it seems likely that exclusion on the basis of delay causes many cases to be missed.

Mechanism of injury

With extension of the neck, especially when adding a rotational component, the vertebral artery is stretched and/or compressed in the foramen transversarium of the atlas or before it pierces the atlanto-occipital ligament. Trivial neck turning such as looking backward while backing up a car or during swimming, yoga or archery have been implicated. Recently a case of postpartum dissection of the vertebral artery was described, the mechanism of injury was likely the arching of the neck during contractions; it is possible that a Valsalva maneuver may have contributed.

Caplan et al have described cases of postoperative vertebrobasilar ischemia that we suspect were related to neck extension during intubation; the authors attributed them in many cases to "positioning" during surgery. We suspect that in our Case 64, a man who was sleeping in the back of a station wagon and was ejected 50 yards forward through the windshield, the vertebral artery injury at the site of the C1 fracture was precipitated or aggravated by extension of the neck during endotracheal intubation, since the nurses’ notes first record manifestation of vertebrobasilar ischemia several hours after the patient was intubated in the intensive care unit; he also was intubated earlier in the operating room for his lifesaving surgery.

Weintraub described a group of patients in whom vertebrobasilar ischemia came on after extension of their necks over the edge of a hairdresser’s sink while having their hair
These patients, like our Case 69, may be predisposed to investigations made by Jacome in football players with neck hyperextension and trauma. 

Relief after surgical decompression has been described in isolated case reports. Since most people (72%) have an asymmetric circulation, with a substantial proportion having one hypoplastic vertebral artery, neck turning toward the normal side might produce symptoms especially if a new lesion reduces reserve capacity, as demonstrated by Weintraub and Khoury using MRA. Another important mechanism is postraumatic atlanto-axial dislocation with C1 sliding on C2 with bilaterally compromised circulation. Our cases 47, 58 and 68, who had episodes of vertebrobasilar ischemia provoked by turning of the head, were found by a physiotherapist and a physician with training in physical methods to have instability of the alar or other atlanto-axial ligaments. Our Case 69 had repeated episodes of vertebrobasilar ischemia brought on by turning of her head, including one in which she dropped her baby, apparently because of central cord syndrome (the anterior spinal artery in the high cervical cord receives its supply from the vertebral arteries). 

Another possible mechanism for production of symptoms is vasospasm, based on data on subarachnoid bleeding after experimental whiplash injury and the high frequency of post whiplash neck stiffness. A phenomenon rarely described in the literature is the delayed pathology seen in a vessel previously in spasm. A pathological study demonstrated that the vertebral system is much more prone to develop chronic changes, reflecting prior spasm, than the anterior system. Histological analysis revealed subendothelial thickening with medial necrosis reminiscent of changes seen after subarachnoid hemorrhage. We reason that these changes might go unnoticed if the patient is asymptomatic and likewise, because the thickening is diffuse and circumferential, might go undetected in the angiogram. 

A likely mechanism for some of our patients’ transient events is migraine. A prior history of migraine or family history, a known risk factor for post-traumatic migraine, was rarely found in our patients (three cases). Winston has described five patients with whiplash injury and later characteristic vascular headache. One of his patients developed binocular silver dots two days post trauma and visual blurring in her left eye one month post trauma. On the other hand, monocular symptoms are characteristic of the entity described under the term of “cervicogenic headache” by Sjaastad. Jacome has described four patients similar to some of our patients. These patients presented, months to years after a whiplash injury, with episodes of posterior throbbing headaches, visual blurring, near syncope in two, vertigo, various dysesthesias and transitory motor signs. A good response to drug therapy for migraine, including dramatic response to phenytoin, was characteristic. A variant associating neck trauma with transient global amnesia has been described. This occurs within minutes of the trauma but one patient presented other episodes delayed by weeks and months, and another had a brother with a similar history of transient global amnesia induced by a mild blow to the head. Another strong point for migraine is the site of involvement in many of these patients, which is the upper basilar and bilateral posterior cerebral artery, the latter the arteries par excellence for migraine. 

**Future directions**

We suggest that angiography (perhaps by magnetic resonance or CT angiography) be performed as early as possible after verteobasilar transient ischemic attack. Treatment with an antplatelet agent, although not demonstrated to improve prognosis, should probably be given. In cases of basilar occlusion, bilateral vertebral occlusion, such as Cases 4 and 70, or sluggish flow in the vertebrals (Cases 2 and 50) long-term anticoagulation may be advisable. 

Further investigation should make use of noninvasive methodology such as MRI/MRA and Doppler, done within a few days of whiplash injury, as part of a longitudinal follow-up. Another issue that may require further exploration is the issue of instability of the ligaments in the atlanto-axial junction. It seems likely that there is more to learn about how to protect such patients from repeated compromise of their verteobasilar supply with movement of the neck. Vinchon et al reported a case of traumatic atlanto-axial instability in whom vertigo brought on by angiographically-demonstrated occlusion of the vertebral artery with neck rotation was relieved by atlanto-axial fusion. One of our patients whose symptoms are provoked by neck movement has gone on to surgical fixation at the C1-2 level because of ongoing symptoms; another is being considered for surgery. 

With MRA or ultrasound it is possible to do prospective studies in patients with neck injury; we recommend that such studies be carried out to clarify the relationship between neck injury and verteobasilar ischemia. 

Traumatic verteobasilar ischemia may present up to four and nearly five years after the neck injury. It is, therefore, probably much more common than is currently suspected. Though chiropractic manipulation is perhaps the best-known cause, it is important to recognize that MVAs are a much more common cause, which is often missed. We hypothesize that reluctance of neurologists and neurosurgeons to recognize this
entity in the setting of MVA may be due to avoidance of the legal system.

Because many of the cases in which the injury occurred in an MVA were referred by lawyers, there is an important problem in this case series with selection bias, and thus the conclusions drawn here can only be regarded as hypothesis-generating.
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